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GRIP IN INTEGRATION. 

After two years of development, we bring the perfect combination of ergonomics, comfort and 

integration to every bike or e-bike. CONTEC G-Link. Grips and accessories with the CONTEC G-Link 

system allow you to mount attachments such as mirrors or bells in an ergonomically optimal position 

on your handlebars, while achieving a level of visual and functional integration that is unprecedented 

in its universal use for almost all bikes and e-bikes. 

The G-Link system consists of the "Merge" grips as a base and various accessories with G-Link 

interface that can be mounted on the grips. This is made possible by the G-Link Interface, a 14-sided 

round that provides a unique connection between the "Merge" grips and the G-Link accessories. This 

brings accessories such as bells or handlebar remotes closer to your hand for easier operation. The 

14 sides also allow you to adjust the position of your accessories relative to the grip and your hand 

position on the bike for maximum comfort. 
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The "Merge" grips are available in different versions and follow the systematics of our CONTEC 

ergonomic types Sport, Active and Relaxed. They are optimised for the corresponding sitting position 

on the bike (bent forward, slightly bent forward, upright). The grips are also visually distinguished by 

the pattern on the grip surface: the fork pattern stands for Mountain, the wave pattern for Trekking 

and the line pattern for City or completely smooth for Urban. 

Overview Merge grips 

 

The grips consist of a D3 three-component matrix with anti-stick rubber compound, G-Link spacers 

and an aluminium lock ring, "Merge Urban" consists of a D2 two-component matrix. The CONTEC 

"Merge" grips are also used, among other things, as original equipment by the CONWAY and 

VICTORIA bicycle brands, here in conjunction with a special mount for the BOSCH system handlebar 

remote control. The CONTEC "Merge" grips are available from 24.95 EUR RRP and are expected to be 

available from February 2023.  
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Accessories with CONTEC G-Link 

The range of accessories for CONTEC G-Link is already very extensive at the start and will be 

supplemented by us in a meaningful way in the future. For the current model year, the range of 

accessories with G-Link system includes a bell, two rear view mirrors for internal or external clamping 

and a handlebar remote control for the new CONTEC e-bike high beam "DLUX E-XTENT".   

MIRRORS 

E-View Evo GL (Made in Germany) 

Dazz security glass lense (75% less reflections) 
Inner position G-LINK mounting and 22.2 standard bar 
mounting. Mi r ror and arm adjustable. 
 
LENSE SIZE: 97 x 68 mm 
ARM LENGTH: 145 mm 
 
29,95 EUR RRP  

 

E-View Evo S / M / L   (Made in Germany) 
 

Dazz security glass lense (75% less reflections) 
Outer position G-LINK mounting and standard bar end 
mounting, suitable for left & right mounting. Mi r ror 
and arm adjustable. 
 
LENSE SIZE: 97 x 68 mm 
ARM LENGTH: S 85 mm / M 118 mm / L 158 mm 
 
19,95 / 24,95 / 29,95 EUR RRP 
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BELLS 

Diamond Bing GL 

360° rotatable lever, suitable for left and right 
Inner position G-LINK mounting only. 
9,95 EUR RRP 

 

HANDLEBAR REMOTE 

DLUX E-Xtent High Beam Remote (Made in Germany) 

Wireless remote switch for DLUX high beam 
E-bike front light. Inner position G-Link 
mounting keeps the switch in reach for perfect 
ergonomics, battery included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTEC MERGE GRIPS 

 

Merge Mountain Straight 

D3 - Triple Density Grip, for vibration damping, high comfort, 
CONTEC Mountain Design anti-slip surface for a firm and 
secure grip. 

LENGTH: 140 mm 

24,95 EUR  

 

Merge Mountain Comfort 

D3 - Triple Density Grip, for vibration damping, high comfort, 
CONTEC Mountain Design anti-slip surface for firm and 
secure grip. Small wing design for improved hand support, 
prevents twisting of the wrist. 

LENGTH: 140 mm, 96/140 mm 

27,95 EUR 
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Merge Trekking Ergo 

D3 - Triple Density Grip, for vibration damping, high comfort, 
non-slip surface in CONTEC design, wing design for improved 
hand support, prevents twisting of the wrist. 

LENGTH: 140 mm, 96/140 mm 

29,95 EUR 

 

Merge Trekking Bar 

D3 - Triple Density Grip, for vibration damping, high comfort, 
CONTEC Ci ty design anti-slip surface, Wing design for better 
grip of the hand, prevents twisting of the wrist. Integrated 
bar ends provide additional hand position 

LENGTH: 140 mm, 96/140 mm 

34,95 EUR 

 

Merge City Comfort 

D3 - Triple Density Grip, for vibration damping, high comfort, 
CONTEC Trekking design with non-slip surface, wing design 
for better hand grip, avoids twisting of the wrist. 

LENGTH: 140 mm, 96/140 mm 

27,95 EUR 

 

Merge City Ergo 

D3 - Triple Density Grip, for vibration damping, high comfort, 
CONTEC Trekking Design anti-slip surface, wing design for 
better grip of the hand, avoids twisting of the wrist. 

LENGHT: 140 mm, 96/140 mm 

29,95 EUR 

 

Merge Urban 

D2 - Dual Density Grip, for vibration damping, high comfort, 
CONTEC Urban design anti-slip surface 

LENGTH: 140 mm 

24,95 EUR 


